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Chapter 36 **Directions: Read chapter 7 below in the right hand column. When you get to the skill on the left, stop, and use that skill to annotate your chapter. Some days I am filled with hope; others, despair takes over. I put my feelings on brown paper bags. I write poems. On Sundays, if we are lucky and no punishments are given, I visit the girls in the other barracks. I read my poems. Some girls cry, some listen silently. The cold, gray days of the season add to our Tone



hopelessness. Hungry, weak, beaten, we like on the sacks of straw in our tiny cubicles. They days are so long. The work at the factory, the buckets of clay at the bunker, so fatiguing. They sap our last strength. It is hard to keep track of the days. I lie staring at the yellowish rays thrown by the one small light bulb in the room. I feel only emptiness. From the narrow opening of one of the bunks a head pokes out. Sara, one of the older girls, looks at the barbed-wire fence beyond the tiny barrack window. Softly she says “Children, it is Hanukkah,” more to herself than to anyone there.



Inference



Slowly, the silence is broken. One by one, from the fifty wooden cubicles lining the walls of the barrack, head slip out. Eyes open in bewilderment. “Hanukkah already?” Rosa says. “If I had my mama’s latkes today…” And with tears in her voice, she adds, “If I had my mama today…” Memories of Hanukkahs with mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers start coming back. Memories of another life. A life almost forgotten, of families sitting around tables, singing songs, sharing latkes, lighting candles, retelling the miracle of Hanukkah. The miracle of the brave Maccabees and their fight for the rights to live as Jews. Their fight for religious freedom. Memories of Hanukkah plays, of Hanukkah games.



From the top bunk comes the start of a Hanukkah song:



Oh, you tiny candlelights Stories you tell Stories without end.



Slowly, softly, from all corners of the barrack, voices join in: Point of view You tell of many bloody deeds Of bravery and skill Of wonders long ago.



Inference



Somehow strengthened, raising our voices higher, we all sing:



When I see you twinkling bright A dream arises brilliantly Speaks an old dream. Jews, there were battles you waged Jews, there were victories All so hard to believe.



Suddenly the guard’s pounding at the door brings us back to cruel reality. “What is going on? Be still!” she shouts, banging with her rifle at the door. “Stop or I Tone



will come in!” We stop. A smile spreads over my face. The emptiness is gone. I feel happy. “We too have just won a victory,” I whisper softly



Summary



to the girl next to me. Her hand touches mine. We press hands silently.



Chapter 37 A throbbing in my finger wakes me. I feel hot. My face is covered with perspiration. My right hand hurts. Several days ago I cut my finger at work. The buckets have sharp edges. I have cut my hands before on the buckets. But this time my finger is swollen and throbbing. I must wait it out. I must not go to the doctor. She cannot help much. “Who has any medical training among you?” the commandant called out one day during head count. No Inference



one answered. “Well, then,” she said, her voice indifferent, her hand playing with her whip, “you will not have any doctor. It does not matter to me. Still silence. “Girls, please. Don’t be afraid. This is our only chance for medical help,” Helen, the camp elder, said. A girl of medium height, in her twenties, stepped forward. With her shaven head and wrapped in a



Inference



shapeless dress, her wooden shoes clumsy on her feet, she did not look much like a doctor. “I am a medical student,” she says softly. “I went to medical school in Budapest.” The commandant looked her over sharply, smiling ironically. “How many years of medical school do you have?” “Two years, Madam Commandant.” “Well, then, you are the doctor.” And so the medical student from Budapest became a



Parallelism



doctor. A doctor without medical tools, without medicine. A doctor who must report anyone who is sick more than three days. When we take sick, we stay away from her tiny sickroom. We stay in the barrack, if possible. I close my eyes. I must hold out. I must not tell the doctor. It will heal. It is only a cut. My head feels so light. I am reaching for someone, but my hand feels so heavy. I



moan. “Riva! Riva! Open your eyes. Talk to me. What’s wrong?” Someone is touching my face. “She is burning up with fever! We must call the doctor.” The voice sounds so far away. “Let’s put a cold compress to her head. We must Context Clues



wait until morning. We cannot leave the barrack now.” I float away again. I float in an empty, endless space. “Riva, how do you feel? Open your eyes.” Our doctor is standing over me, gently touching my hot face. “My hand hurts. I want to sleep.” I close my eyes again. “I know it hurts, child. You have an infection.



Prediction



You have a fever. I must operate.” She sounds worried. “You are lucky, Riva.” She is trying to sound cheerful. “Just think. You are my first operation.” She turns to her nurse, a girl with training in first aid. “Let’s get started.”



Inference



I close my eyes. I am floating again in the empty space. “How is she doing?” The voice of the camp elder breaks through the haze. “It’s several days since the surgery.” “The infection is spreading,” I hear the doctor reply sadly. “Is she dying?” the camp elder asks, her voice shaking. “What can you do, doctor?” “I am helpless. She needs a hospital. A real doctor. She needs surgery. The blood poisoning is spreading so fast.” I lie still and listen. I am too tired to speak. “Helen,” the doctor says, “we must report the sick to the commandant.” There is a silence. I feel a hand touching my face. “Riva, would you like some bread and jam?” the camp elder asks softly.



I open my eyes. I suddenly remember that when someone is dying, the ca mp elder offers her bread and jam, so she will not die hungry. “I am going to die.” My voice sounds strange to me. “I am going to die. I do not want to die.” The doctor quickly takes my hand. “No, Riva. No. You are not going to die. I will find help.” The room looks blurry. I close my eyes and open them again. I see figures standing near the door, whispering. I strain my ears. “Madam Commandant.” It’s the doctor’s soft voice. “Riva is going to die without surgery.” My heart stops. They called the commandant. They Inference



had to report me. Now she is going to send me to the death camp, to Grossrosen. “Well, what do you want me to do? We have no hospital.” “But, Madam Commandant,” The doctor pleads, “there is a hospital in the town of Glatz. Maybe you could send her there. Please, Madam Commandant.” “Are you crazy? Why should I send her anywhere?” the commandant shouts angrily. The doctor speaks again, slowly, calmly, full of self-control: “Madam Commandant, I told you about



Context Clues



Riva’s poetry because I wanted you to see her as a person, not just as another inmate. I also wanted you to know what her poetry does for the morale of the other girls.” “So?” “Is it not important that those girls be able to work for you? Madam Commandant, if those girls can no longer work, you will have no camp to lead. They will take us to Grossrosen. And you, too, will have a problem.” I hold my breath. I am sure the commandant will raise her whip at any moment and hit the doctor for daring to speak to her that way. The gentle, kind



Inference



medical student from Budapest may pay with her life for her courage. The doctor presses on without any sign of fear: “Madam Commandant, as long as the girls have a will to live, they can still work. The girls’ morale is important. Riva is important for their morale. You must try to save her.” Again, silence. I can hardly breathe. The power of life and death is in the hands of the Nazi commandant, this cold sadistic woman. What chance do I have? “Well, well, doctor, you have nerve.” The commandant’s voice startles me. “I’ll see about it. You have nerve.” I hear the door open and close.



Characterization



“Doctor, you are incredible,” says the camp elder. “One has to do what is right,” the doctor says quietly.



Chapter 38 “Riva, wakeup. Wake up, girl.” The doctor’s excited voice brings me out of my daze. “You are going to a hospital.” Her warm hands dress me quickly. She puts a coat with a yellow star around my shoulders, pins my number above the star. Then she puts a striped hat on my shaven head. Suddenly the door to the sickroom opens. A woman Characterization



in a crisp, brown Nazi uniform enters. She is about thirty years old, of medium height, with light brown hair brushed smoothly to the side under her brown uniform cap. “Is she ready?” Her voice is impatient and hard. “Yes, Madam Overseer,” the camp elder replies quickly. “Riva, Madam Overseer Lotta will take you to Glatz, to a hospital.” Helen gives me a gentle squeeze. “Good luck, girl.” “You will be alright, Riva.” The doctor says. “You will be all right.” The guard opens the door. “Let’s go.” I follow her slowly, unsteady on my feet. Tear-filled eyes stare at me from all directions. “May God be with you,” I hear someone call after me as we pass the open gate. It feels so strange to walk on the pebbled road without the other prisoners. The guard walks a few feet behind me. Silently we move forward toward the train station. My feet drag. The snow-covered mountaintops glistening in the



Parallelism



early morning sun, the crisp fresh air, the peaceful stillness, all feel very strange, unreal. What am I doing here? I am so tired. I sit down in the middle of the road. “What is the matter? What do you think you are doing?” The guard’s angry voice startles me. She is



standing over me, staring at me. For a moment I had forgotten about her. “I cannot go on.” I look straight at her. We gaze at each other silently, prisoner and guard. Suddenly she reaches out to help me up. “What is your name?” Her voice has lost its anger. “Where are you from?” “My name is Riva, Madam Overseer.” My voice quivers. “I was born in Lodz, Poland.” “Oh, yes. I’ve heard of Lodz. It is a big city. We call it Litzmannstadt. Is that right?” “Yes, Madam Overseer.” “Where is your family? Is anyone from your family here at the camp?” “No, Madam Overseer. I am all alone here. My mother was taken away from the ghetto in 1942. My brothers and sisters… I do not know where they are now, if they are alive or…” “That is bad. I am sorry.” Characterization



She is human, I think. She did not hit me. She spoke to me. Under that brown Nazi uniform beats the heart of another human being. We walk side by side now, slowly, silently. At the station is a train waiting for its passengers. I stare at the mean and women in their bright, warm coats entering the train. How clean. How peaceful it is at the station. The guard motions for me to follow as she enters the train. Men, women, children—families are sitting together in the comfortable train, chatting, smiling, busy with their daily life. I stand in the corner, a pitiful creature wrapped in an old coat, marked with the Star of David, a number, a blue-and-white striped hat. The people in the clean, cheerful train ignore me. There are empty seats all around me, but I stand. The guard sits down, giving me a stern look that mean, keep standing in the corner. I lean against the wall, not daring



to move. What would happen, I wonder, if I had the nerve to ignore the guard’s signal and sit down on the empty bench before me? I am too tired to think, too weak to take the chance. I wonder if the guard, who a while ago acted human, is also afraid to take the chance of letting me sit down. We reach Glatz. I hold on to the wall to keep from falling. The train empties. We wait. The people pass me by, looking the other way. A little girl, about seven years old, blond pigtails dancing on the collar of her brightly colored coat, stops and stares at me. She whispers something to the finely dressed lady holding her hand. I Analogy



hear the woman say nervously, “Jew, Jew,” as she pulls the child closer to her side and quickly leaves the train. I suddenly remember childhood stories of monsters and boogeymen. Am I their boggeman? We walk out of the station into the street through a side door. Rows of pretty house line the streets. The guard signals me to get off the sidewalk and walk in the gutter. Jews are not permitted on the sidewalk. I lower my head as I walk in the gutter. I feel the



Figurative Language



resentful glances of passersbys. What is this bag of bones and rags doing in our clean, peaceful town? We reach the hospital. The guard waits while I make my way slowly up the steps to the entrance. She enters, and I follow behind her. The hospital waiting area is filled with people sitting patiently in the sun-filled room, reading and talking. They look at me, puzzled. My guard walks over to the reception desk. She speaks softly to the woman behind the desk, who is dressed in a nurse’s uniform. “My prisoner needs medical help. She has blood poisoning. This is an emergency.” “Please wait,” the nurse replies politely as she leaves the desk. She passes me by without looking at me. She returns after a short while. With her is a tall, blond man dressed in a white uniform. He introduces himself to the guard as the chief doctor.



“My prisoner must have medical attention.” The guard repeats her request. “This is an emergency.” Her voice is strong and self-assured. The doctor looks at me icily. “My dear lady, we do not treat Jews. Please take her away from here.” He turns and walks calmly away. I am an S. S. officer, doctor!” The guard raises her voice. The doctor turns. “I am an S. S. officer, and I have brought a sick prisoner. She will die without medical care, doctor. “My honorable S.S. officer, our boys on the front are also dying. We do not treat Jews…” Without another word, her face pale, eyes full of rage, the guard walks out the door. I follow. The eyes of the silent onlookers chase me from this horrible place, where a doctor refused help to a sick human being and not a word of protest is uttered. I walk in the gutter again, the guard on the sidewalk. We reach another hospital. “Stay here, by the door,” she says softly, while she enters the hospital. My hear pounds each time someone stops to stare at Characterization



me. My eyes glued to the hospital door, I wait. The guard finally appears in the doorway. I read the verdict in her crimson face. No help for Jews. She curses under her breath: “Idiots!” We march on. My body is on fire, my mouth dry. I drag my wooden shoes in the gutter of this clean, quiet town. We stop several times at clinics, only to be turned



Tone



away. It is late in the day. I wish the guard would give up and take me back to the camp. I have to use the bathroom. I must hold back. I feel tears gliding over my face. I just want to sleep, sleep, sleep.
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Chapter 36






The cold, gray days of the season add to our hopelessness. Hungry, weak ... They days are so long. The work at the factory, the buckets of clay at the bunker, so fatiguing. They sap our last strength. It is hard to keep track of the days. I lie staring at the ..... suddenly remember childhood stories of monsters and boogeymen. 
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